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Abstract: Path planning and real-time obstacle avoidance is the key technologies
of mobile robot intelligence. But the efficiency of the global path planning is not very
high. It is not easy to avoid obstacles in real time. Aiming at these shortcomings
it is proposed that a global dynamic path planning method based on improved A*
algorithm and dynamic window method. At first the improved A* algorithm is put
forward based on the traditional A* algorithm in the paper. Its optimized heuris-
tic search function is designed. They can be eliminated that the redundant path
points and unnecessary turning points. Simulation experiment 1 results show that
the planned path length is reduced greatly. And the path transition points are less,
too. And then it is focused on the global dynamic path planning of fusion improved
A* Algorithm and Dynamic Window Method. The evaluation function is constructed
taking into account the global optimal path. The real time dynamic path is planning.
On the basis of ensuring the optimal global optimization of the planning path, it is
improved that the smoothness of the planning path and the local real-time obstacle
avoidance ability. The simulation experiments results show that the fusion algorithm
is not only the shorter length, but also the smoother path compared the traditional
path planning algorithms with the fusion algorithm in the paper. It is more fit to
the dynamics of the robot control. And when a dynamic obstacle is added, the new
path can be gained. The barrier can be bypass and the robot is to reach the target
point. It can be guaranteed the global optimality of the path. Finally the Turtlebot
mobile robot was used to experiment. The experimental results show that the global
optimality of the proposed path can be guaranteed by the fusion algorithm. And the
planned global path is smoother. When the random dynamic obstacle occurs in the
experiment, the robot can be real-time dynamic obstacle avoidance. It can re-plan
the path. It can bypass the random obstacle to reach the original target point. The
outputting control parameters are more conducive to the robot’s automatic control.
The fusion method is used for global dynamic path planning of mobile robots in this
paper. In summary the experimental results show that the method is good efficiency
and real-time performance. It has great reference value for the dynamic path planning
application of mobile robot.
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1 Introduction
Path planning is one of the most basic and important issues of mobile robots [2]. It is one of
the independent acts to complete the task. The mobile robot path planning is a more difficult
to solve the problem especially in the dynamic environment. It requires the robot process as far
as possible not to deviate from the specified path, unless the obstacles encountered when the
movement had to bypass the walk. But after avoiding the obstacle, the mobile robot must return
to the original path until it reaches the destination [3, 8, 15, 18,21].
Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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Aim at this problem the dynamic window method is used in this paper. It has a good obstacle
avoidance capability in the dynamic environment [6]. But this method does not satisfy the global
optimal path planning. The node-based A* algorithm is suitable for global path planning. It
has the advantages of simple data, small calculation compared to the biological inspired GA,
PSO, etc [7] [9]. But when the environmental space increases, it needs large storage space, low
efficiency, and poor real-time decision-making [11]. So the path curvature of the traditional A*
algorithm is discontinuous. It will cause the movement parameters jump at the turning point.
These are not conducive to the robot control problems [1]. Aim at these problems the algorithm
is improved. It makes the path smoother on the basis of the overall optimization of the planning
path [12]. so a global dynamic path planning method is proposed that it is combining improved
A* algorithm and dynamic window method in the paper. It is proposed the evaluation function
taking into account the global optimal path. And the real-time path planning is carried out
by using dynamic window method based on the evaluation function. It would make the path
smoother on the basis of ensuring the overall optimization of the planning path. At the same
time it improves the local obstacle avoidance.
2 The construction of advanced A* algorithm in mobile robot
global path planning
The traditional A* algorithm is a kind of global path planning algorithm [9]. It is a typical
heuristic search algorithm in artificial intelligence. Aim at solving the problem of a large number
of invalid search paths often generated in path planning [24]; the heuristic function is used to
improve the search efficiency.
A* algorithm design core is its evaluation function:
f(n) = g(n) + h(n) (1)
Where,f(n) is the evaluation value of each node. It may be searched in the path plan [14].
The cost evaluation value of the starting point goes through the node n to the target point. g(n)
is the actual evaluation value from the starting node to the current node. h(n) is the evaluation
value from the current node to the target node (Heuristic function). The h(n) can directly affect
the performance of the algorithm. So it tries to approach the actual assessment h∗(n) of the
path planning problem. It is needed [20]. But it is also less than h∗(n).
2.1 The design of the optimization heuristic function
Assuming that the H(n) is actual value of the current node to the target node. When
h(n) < H(n), more nodes is low efficiency, but it can search for the optimal path. When
h(n) = H(n), it is ideal, searching along the shortest path and being the most efficient. When
h(n) > H(n), less nodes, high efficiency, but it is often difficult to search for the optimal path [23].
The traditional A* algorithm uses the Manhattan distance or Euclidean distance to define
the heuristic function [16], namely
hM (n) = |nx − gx|+ |ny − gy| (2)
hE(n) =
√
(nx − gx)2 + (ny − gy)2 (3)
Where, nx, ny, gx, gy is the current node and target point.
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A* algorithm searches the 8-neighborhood grid of the current node each time [25]. So these
two heuristic function designs are not the best choice taking into account the two-wheeled robot
control. Therefore, a heuristic function that is closer to the actual value H(n) is designed with
Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance in the paper.
h(n) =
{ √
2dx(n) + dy(n)− dx(n) dy(n) > dx(n)√
2dy(n) + dx(n)− dy(n) dx(n) > dy(n) (4)
Where, dx(n) = |nx − gx| dy(n) = |ny − gy| , the rest parameters are the same as in the
above formulas (2) and (3).
2.2 The proposition of key point selection strategy
A* algorithm planning optimal path contains a lot of redundant and unnecessary turning
points. It is not conducive to the control of the robot [25]. In order to solve this problem, a key
node selection strategy is proposed in the paper.
(1) Extract key turning points.
Starting from the second node of the planning path, if the current node is on the same line
as the previous node and its parent node, the previous node is redundant. The redundant point
is deleted. The path would update. All the path nodes would traverse. A path sequence will
eventually get that contains only the starting point, the turning point, and the end point.
(2) Delete the redundant turning point.
After extracting the turning point there may still be redundant points in the trajectory.
Assuming that path point after extracting the key turning point is {Pk| k = 1, 2, L, n}, connect
P1P3, if P1P3 do not pass the obstacle, namely the line distance P1P3 from the obstacle is greater
than the preset threshold, then continue to connect P1P4, until the P1Pk(k = 3, 4, L, n) through
obstacles, then connect Pk−1 and P1, while delete the middle redundant points, update the path;
repeat the above procedure from the node P2 until there is no redundant turning point in the
path. The experimental results of the key point selection strategy are shown in Fig.1. It can
be seen that the application of key selection strategy algorithm is better than traditional A*
algorithm.
Fig.1 (a) is the original path sequence of the traditional A* algorithm. Fig.1 (b) is the path
sequence obtained by advanced A* algorithm to extract the critical turning point.Fig.1 (c) is
the final path sequence by advanced A * algorithm removing the redundancy turning point.
Simulation experiment 1 results show that the planned path length is reduced greatly. The path
length is from 11.455m to 10.946m. And the path transition points are less greatly.
3 The establishment of mobile robot motion model in dynamic
window method (DWA)
The dynamic window method has the dynamic obstacle avoidance capability of the robot in
the dynamic environment [17]. The multi-group velocity can be sampled in the velocity space
(linear velocity v and angular velocity w) [26]. The trajectory of the robot is simulated at these
speeds for fixed time interval.After acquiring multiple sets of trajectories the corresponding speed
of the optimal trajectory is selected. It is driving the robot movement according to the evaluation
index.
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Figure 1: The experimental result of the key point selection strategy
(where "-" means the planning path, "***" means the obstacle. "◦" means the node.)
Figure 2: The robot motion diagram
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3.1 The establishment of the robot movement model
In the dynamic window algorithm it is need that simulates the movement of the robot tra-
jectory. So it is necessary that the robot movement model is known. It is assumed that the
trajectory of the move robot is a circular arc. The arc trajectory is represented by (vt, wt).
When the robot trajectory is calculated, consider two adjacent moments first. Due to the short
distance of motion between adjacent moments (general chute sampling periods ms), the trajec-
tories of the two adjacent points can be viewed as a straight line. That is, the robot moves along
the axis. The motion of the robot is shown in Fig. 2.
Therefore, when the robot moves in the Omni directional direction, the trajectory motion
model of the two adjacent moments t+ 1 relative to t is always as follows equation (5):
x = x+ vx∆t cos(θt)− vy∆t sin(θt)
y = y + vx∆t sin(θt)− vy∆t cos(θt)
θt = θt + wt∆t
(5)
Where, x and y is the robot projection distance of axis x and y. vx and vy is the robot
moving speed of axis x and y. θ is the angle between the robot and the axis x. ∆t is the two
adjacent moment.
3.2 Speed sampling
Based on the above-mentioned robot’s trajectory motion model, the trajectory can be deduced
according to the speed. So sample a lot of speed, calculate the trajectory, and evaluate the track
is good or not is only needed [25]. How to sample speed is also a core of DWA. In the two-
dimensional speed space (v, w) there exist endless groups of speed. According to the limitations
of the robot itself and the environment, the robot sampling speed is controlled in a certain
dynamic range.
The speed limit of mobile robot between its own maximum and minimum speed:
Vm = {v ∈ [vmin, vmax], w ∈ [wmin, wmax]} (6)
The impact of mobile robot performance by the motor: There is a maximum acceleration
and deceleration limit due to the limited motor torque. So there is a dynamic window in the
period of sim-period of the mobile robot trajectory forward simulation. The speed is the robot
can actually reach:
Vd = {(v, w)
∣∣∣∣∣v ∈ [vc − v˙b∆t, vc + v˙a∆t]∧w ∈ [wc − w˙b∆t, wc + w˙a∆t] (7)
Where vc and wc are the current speed of the robot. The other speeds are corresponding to
the maximum acceleration and the maximum deceleration.
(3) About mobile robot security considerations
In order to allow the robot to stop before the obstacles encountered, so speed range is needed
under the maximum deceleration:
Va = {(v, w)
∣∣∣v <= √2 · dist(v, w) · v˙b ∧√2 · dist(v, w) · w˙b} (8)
Where dist(v, w) is the closest distance from the obstacle according to velocity (v, w).
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3.3 Design the evaluation function selection
In the velocity space, there are several groups of sampling speed is feasible, so design evalu-
ation function selects the optimal trajectory. The criteria of the design evaluation function are
the robot as far as possible to avoid obstacles during local navigation, and towards the target
quickly forward. The design evaluation function is:
G(v, w) = σ
α · heading(v, w)+β · dist(v, w)+
γ · velocity(v, w)
 (9)
Where heading(v, w) is the azimuth angle evaluation function, it indicates the azimuth de-
viation (angular deviation) between the end direction of the simulated trajectory and the target
at the current set sampling speed (v, w). dist(v, w) is the closest distance of the robot itself
to the obstacle at speed (v, w). If there is no obstacle on the track, it is set as a constant.
velocity(v, w)is the evaluation of the current speed size; σ(·) is the smoothing function, α, β, γ
is the weight of the three factors. The deviation is smaller, the evaluation is higher value. The
distance is greater, it is the higher evaluation value. The higher speed, and the higher evaluation
value. These three indicators are normalized and then weighted.
4 The proposition of advanced A* algorithm fusion DWA algo-
rithm path planning method
Dynamic window planning path method is online real-time, with good local dynamic barrier
capability. However, the requirements of global optimal path planning are missed. It is a fatal
problem; it will fall into the local optimum. So the advanced A * algorithm for global path
planning, fusion of dynamic window method for local obstacle avoidance, it ensures the global
optimization of the dynamic planning path.
Therefore, in order to avoid the dynamic window method into the local optimal, a dynamic
window evaluation function to estimate the global optimal path is proposed:
G(v, w) = σ
α · PHeading(v, w)+β · dist(v, w)+
γ · velocity(v, w)
 (10)
Where PHeading(v, w) is the azimuth deviation between the simulated trajectory end point
and the current target point at the current speed (v, w). The current target point is the global
optimal path sequence point; it is nearest to the current point in the robot forward direction.
This evaluation function allows the local path planning to follow the global optimal path contour,
thus ensuring the global optimal. This algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
5 Algorithm simulation verification
In order to verify the validity of the fusion algorithm designed in this paper, two experiments
were carried out in the MATLAB simulation environment, the grid map scene (10m × 10m,
grid spacing 0.5m),and the coverage of the obstacle was 23%. In the simulation verification
experiment, the starting point coordinates are (1.25 m, 0.75 m), the target point coordinates are
(5.75 m, 9.75 m). Simulation experiment 2 adds dynamic obstacles based on the experiment 1
to verify the dynamic obstacle avoidance performance of this algorithm.
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Figure 3: Fusion algorithm for mobile robot global dynamic path planning
Simulation 1: In the above mentioned simulation environment, the mobile robot uses the tra-
ditional A* algorithm, the advanced A* algorithm adding a key extraction strategy, the dynamic
window algorithm and the fusion algorithm proposed in this paper are used to validate the path
planning. The simulation results of the algorithm are shown in Fig.4.
In Fig.4, the blue box is the static obstacle, the black origin is the experimental mobile
robot, and green solid line is the robot simulation path. It can be seen from Fig. 4 (a) that
the traditional A* algorithm can plan a global optimal path. The length is 11.455m. In Fig. 4
(b), the advanced A* algorithm of key selection strategy can improve the path obviously, not
only the redundant points in the traditional A* algorithm path are deleted, but the path length
is better than the traditional A* algorithm. The path length is 10.946m. In Fig. 4 (c), the
dynamic path method is more smooth and suitable for automatic control of the robot than the
A* algorithm, but the path of the dynamic window method is non-global and its path length
is about 14.439 m. In Fig. 4 (d), the fusion algorithm uses the evaluation function, the global
optimal path is considered, so it can guarantee global optimization compared with the dynamic
window algorithm. Compared with the traditional A* algorithm, the fusion algorithm makes the
path length greatly optimized, the path length is about 11.126m.The planning path is smoother,
so the curvature change of the path is continuous .These are more in line with the dynamic
control of the robot.
Simulation 2: Based on the simulation experiment 1, the dynamic obstacle (5.75, 6.0) is
added, the real-time dynamic obstacle avoidance simulation results of the mobile robot are
shown in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 5, the red point is the artificial dynamic obstacle, the purple solid line is the simulation
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path of the robot, and the rest is consistent with the simulation in Figure 4.Form Fig. 5 (a)
and Fig. 5 (b), it can be seen that the traditional A* algorithm and the advanced A* algorithm
cannot avoid the sudden dynamic obstacle. In Fig. 5 (c), the path delimited by the dynamic
window method, it can avoid the dynamic obstacle, but it is not global optimal. In Fig.5 (d),
the fusion algorithm in this paper can avoid the dynamic obstacle, bypassing the obstacle to
the target point, and the planned path to maintain global optimality; it achieves the expected
purpose of global dynamic path planning for mobile robots.
Figure 4: Various algorithmic path planning results
6 Implementation and experimental results
The experimental platform used in this article is the TurtleBot 2 two-wheel-drive robot
produced by iRobot. The robot is equipped with the Kinect depth sensor developed by Microsoft
as the visual sensor, Korea’s Yujin Kobuki mobile base, it is shown in Fig. 6.
In this experiment, we choose our school international science and technology cooperation
base in Shaanxi Province, autonomous system and intelligent control international joint research
center of unmanned system laboratory. The experimental environment of this project was about
10mx10m. The experimental environment was randomly, it is shown in Fig.7.
Robot uses Kinect sensor to obtain the actual scene of the three-dimensional point cloud
data, combined with the odometer and other information through the SLAM (...) algorithm, it
can obtain grid map in the interior scene. After the robot receives map of SLAM constructed,
the navigation algorithm is invoked, that is, the advanced A* path planning algorithm for global
path walking. In the process of obstacle avoidance, when the robot encounters the dynamic
obstacle, calls the local DWA algorithm, the real-time dynamic obstacle avoidance is performed,
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Figure 5: The simulation results of robot dynamic obstacle avoidance
Figure 6: The TurtleBot 2 mobile robot used in the experiment
the mobile robot global dynamic path plan is realized. Fig.8 shows a block diagram of the data
processing for robot path planning.
In the experiment the environment local map in the movement is shown in Fig. 9. It is
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Figure 7: Laboratory to build mobile robot navigation and obstacle avoidance experimental
Figure 8: The block diagram of data processing for robot path planning
established by the Kinect visual sensor of the robot.
In the experiment, the initial scan was done using a speed of 20cm/s forward and rotational
speed of 20cm/s, this is considered an average speed, as the robot is capable of 50cm/s forward
and rotational speeds. The speed of the robot in the course of the road is appropriately slow, it
ensures that the environmental data is fully analyzed and the environmental maps are established.
As shown in Fig. 9, the surrounding dark area is Kinect has not yet obtained the environmental
information, the blue-green area is the obstacle obtained by the expansion operation during the
movement, the black part is known as an obstacle after detecting and recognizing. If a dynamic
obstacle is encountered (such as a dynamic pedestrian or man-made obstacle) during the course
of the process, an optimal line is re-planed and the robot smoothly bypasses the obstacle to the
target point.
This experiment was carried out in unmanned system laboratory, about 10m * 10m labo-
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Figure 9: The map of the robot in the indoor scene
Figure 10: Indoor automatic dynamic obstacle avoidance path planning
ratory, a number of robot autonomous global navigation obstacle avoidance experiment is per-
formed, the experimental results shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. In Fig. 10, the sequence diagram
of the global path planning experiment results is shown, it carried out by the mobile robot in
the artificially set static obstacle experiment environment. Fig. (a) is the initial entry of the test
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Figure 11: Dynamic obstacle
Figure 12: Dynamic obstacle avoidance experiment results
area, Fig. (b) and Fig. (c) are normal operations along a pre-defined path, Fig. (d) is near the
end of the path.
Fig. 10 shows the normal operation of the mobile robot in the static obstacle of the experi-
mental environment, the sudden emergence of human obstacle , as shown in Fig. 11 (a), mobile
robot is running along the specified path, suddenly appeared in a red clothes (set the dynamic
obstacle), the pre-planned path is blocked. Turble robot detects a fault, re-planning the path is
re-planned; the final Fig. (b) Shows the path of the robot is re-planned, bypassing the obstacle,
and returning to the original set end.
In Fig. 12, the blue is a static obstacle, the black circle is the mobile robot in the experiment,
and the red is the dynamic obstacle (this experiment selects the person as a dynamic obstacle).In
Fig.(a), the green solid line indicates the path planning of the robot when the dynamic obstacle
person is initially immobile. In Fig. (b), the purple line indicates the re-planned path; it
is obtained after the dynamic obstacle person randomly sets the obstacle point in the robot
running. The results of the final experiment show that in the relatively complex environment,
the robot can perform the global dynamic path planning more accurately, and it can dynamically
bypass the obstacle and reach the target point in real time to realize the global path planning
of real-time obstacle avoidance.
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7 Conclusion
Aim at the problem of mobile robot path planning, a global dynamic path planning method
based on advanced A* algorithm fusion dynamic window method is proposed. Based on the
redundancy of the traditional A* algorithm, this paper designs a key selection strategy, the
redundant points in the traditional A* algorithm can be removed, the performance of the global
path planning is improved. Based on the dynamic window algorithm, an evaluation function
considering the global optimal path is constructed; it can avoid the local optimal optimization of
the dynamic window algorithm and ensure the global optimality of the path planning. Therefore,
compared with the traditional A* algorithm, the path of this algorithm is more smooth, the
curvature change is continuous, and the motion control parameters can be output. These are
more conducive to the feedback control of the mobile robot and can be obstructed in real time.
Compared with the dynamic window algorithm, the global optimization of the planned path
can be ensured. Finally, the simulation and experimental results show that the improved A*
algorithm and DWA combined method have good stability and real-time performance for the
global real-time dynamic path planning of mobile robots, which provides a reference for the
motion control of the mobile robot in the global dynamic environment.
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